Single channel gating events in tracer flux experiments. II. Flux amplitude analysis.
Measurement of tracer ion flux from or into a collection of closed membrane structures (CMS) constitutes a broadly applicable technique for studying ion channel gating by specialized gating molecules in biological membranes. The amplitudes for the flux process reflect the overall change in tracer content due to flux during a period in which channels on at least some of the CMS were open. In practice, the attainment of a time-invariant, finite overall tracer content, indicating a cessation of flux, need not imply that flux has reached completion, i.e., that the CMS internal and external tracer concentrations have fully reached equilibrium. Less than maximum flux amplitudes arise when binding of control ligands leads to an inhibition or inactivation of the channel gating molecules prior to a complete equilibration of tracer. Analysis of the dependence of the flux amplitudes on control ligand concentration permits determination of characteristic parameters of the CMS that may vary with the methods of preparation (e.g., the distributions of CMS size and CMS content of gating units). Knowledge of these parameters in turn permits evaluation of the mean single channel flux amplitude contribution, which is functionally dependent on the rate constant ratio (k'eff/ki), where k'eff and ki are, respectively, the effective rate constants for tracer flux and for gating unit inactivation.